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Key
Probability (P)
Consequences (C)
Risk rating (R)

UC- Uncertain
UK- Unknown
L- Low

Climate Hazard

Birds

Amphibians

Mammals

Reptiles

Invertebrates

Feral animals

Increased
incidence of
destructive wild
fires

Vulnerable species
include smaller
frugivores and
granivores (eg:
Gouldian finch) that
have either very
small home ranges
or follow seasonal
fluctuations in food
resources and
species that are
restricted to small
long-unburnt patches
(39, 31)

Benefit some
arboreal frogs (3)
PCR- PUCL

Vulnerable species
include small to
medium sized
marsupials and
rodents that have
small home ranges
or favour unburnt
habitat eg:,
common brushtail
possum, blackfooted tree rat (39,
3, 17, 37, 35)

Late-burns benefit
some species that
prefer sparse
ground cover,
such as the frillnecked lizard
(4,30, 24)

Limited influence as
most invertebrate
groups highly
resilient to fire (2, 3)
PCR- LUCMod

Possibly facilitate
predation and prey
switching by
dingoes/wild dogs to
target mammal
communities (20) and
potentially livestock.

P- Possible
L- Low
Mod- Moderate

PCR- LModH
Local scale changes
in bird species
diversity and
abundance (31)

L- Likely
Mod- Moderate
H- High

PCR- ACMCr
Species that may
benefit from more
frequent fires
include northern
quoll, pale-field rat
(35)
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Almost Certain- A.C
M- Major
Cr-Critical

PCR- ACUCMod
Late burns cause
decrease in litter
utilising species
(3, 30)
PCR- ACModH
Declines under
late fires in some
species eg:
spotted tree
monitor) (3)

Ground-active
groups are sensitive
to late fires (3)

PCR- ACMCr

PCR- ACModH
PCR- ACModH

PCR- ACMCr

Grass-layer groups
influenced by fire
occurrence (3)

Pig damage to
wetlands likely
increases as pigs seek
refuge. Control easier
post-wild fire (23)

PCR- LModH
Ant diversity and
abundance promoted
by fire, with the

PCR- LMCr

PCR- LModH

PCR- PUCL

Beneficial short-term
for some species that
fire facilitates feeding
eg: some
granivorous and
ground-feeding
omnivores and
carnivores, however
this may be
dependent on
severity of burn (34)

Possible increase
in predation by
dingos (20) and
cats.

PCR- LMCr

PCR - PUCL
Ant species that will
benefit include hot
climate specialists
(1)

PCR- LMCr

PCR- LLMod
May threaten some
butterfly species (19)
PCR- LPMod

Ground nesting bird
species may be
impacted eg: magpie
geese can only nest
in floodplains
inundated to a depth
of 30-90cm (36)

Heavier rains may
help maintain
smaller streams
and waterholes
that may enhance
frog recruitment
(16)

PCR-ACModH

PCR-PUCL

Reduction in seed
resources for some
species (36)
PCR-LModH
Southward
distribution change of
some species eg:
Black-necked storks

Possible reduction in
cane toad numbers in
burnt areas (23)

PCR- LUCMod

PCR- LLM
Increased
intensity of high
rainfall events
(flood and
cyclones)

exception of the
green tree ant (3)

Loss of shelter and
food resources for
some rodent
species (36)

Ground dwelling
species reduction
in diversity and
abundance along
flood plains (27)

Beneficial to some
generalist ant
species that will
recolonise flooded
areas (38)

PCR- LModH

PCR- LUCM

PCR- LModH

During and after rainfall
events, cane toads will
be able to disperse into
more areas (6, 23)
PCR-ACModH

Potential reduction
in Northern Bettong
habitat if rainfall
increases (14)

A flush of food
resources will facilitate
pig population growth
(10)

PCR-LMaCr

PCR- ACModH

Loss of fruit and
flower species may
impact on flying fox
communities (36)

Mortality of some pigs
(10)
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PCR-LUCM

PCR- LModH

moving to south
Australia (14)

Pig damage
exacerbated in nonriparian areas as they
move away from
watercourses.
Evidence of damage
already to vine thickets
(23)

Some species eg:
agile wallabies may
cease breeding
and/or lose
pouched young if
flooding occurs
early in the wet
season (5)

PCR-LLM

PCR- ACModH

PCR- PLM
Increased storm
surge and rising
sea levels

Reduced availability
of waterbird habitat
which will force birds
to over utilise
remaining habitat,
resulting in declines
in some species(13)
PCR- LModH

Inundation of
freshwater habitat
close to the coast
may have some
localised impacts
PCR- LModH

Likely no impact as
no truly coastal
mammal
communities in
Northern Gulf

Loss of nest sites
for some marine
turtle species (25)
PCR- ACModH

Potential impact on
mangrove mudnesting ant species
(21, 11)
PCR- PUCL

PCR- UCUCL

Higher mortality of
cane toad eggs due to
inundation of
freshwater breeding
sites, however, a likely
ecological advantage
in comparison to native
amphibians due to
some salinity tolerance
(28, 23)
PCR- PUCL
Pig impact on turtles
nests could be greater,
as more nest sites are
damaged by inundation
(23
PCR-LMaCr
Carrion may be
washed up in coastal
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areas which may
attract more pigs (23)
PCR- PUCL
Longer dry
seasons

Bird species that
utilise wetlands may
decline in numbers
due to a decrease in
water availability (13)
PCR- ACModH

Negative impacts
on frog
reproduction (16)
PCR- LModH

A decline in foliar
water will impact
folivorous species
(33)
PCR- PLM

Reduced breeding
success of some
butterfly species (26)
PCR- LModH

Prey switching during
drought period – eg
cats known to switch
from rabbits to
invertebrates, birds,
reptiles and mammals
during drought (7)
PCR- LModH
Cats will put increasing
pressure on prey
populations and will
consume sick and
dying animals, possibly
moving over to
consuming carrion (18,
22)
PCR- ACMCr
Reduced survival and
recruitment of feral
pigs (12)
PCR- LUCM
Movement of pigs into
wetlands will increase
damage (10, 23)
PCR- LUCM
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Reduced activity,
reproduction and
distribution of cane
toads into refugial
areas (33, 39)
PCR- LModH
Reduced reproduction
in wild dogs / Dingo (8)
PCR- LModH
Continued
warming of
temperature,
including more
hot days

Changes in arrival
and departure of
some migratory bird
species (14, 9)
PCR- ACModH

Substrate
dependent
species may fail
to adapt as
unable to migrate
south (15)

Southward
movement of nesting
grounds of some
shorebird species
(14)

PCR- LModH

PCR- LLM

PCR- LLM

Increase in some
marine bird species
due to increases in
food resources in
association with
warmer sea
temperatures (14)

Earlier spawning
in amphibians
(32)

A shift in altitudinal
maximums for
many species (14)
PCR- LModH
Contraction of
some species
distribution south
eg: some flying fox
species (14, 29)
PCR- ACLM
Greater numbers of
flying foxes roosting
at southern roost
sites (29)
PCR- ACLM

PCR - LUCM
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May highly
influence sex
determination in
species that
temperature
determines sex of
hatchlings (32)
PCR- ACMCr

Bioclimates for
butterflies are
predicted to
decrease with
temperature
increases of between
0.8-1.4 degrees by
2050 (14)
PCR- LUCM
Earlier appearance
of migratory
butterflies (32)
PCR- LUCM
Range shift of some
butterfly species (32)
PCR- LUCM

Movement of pigs into
refugial areas that
provide shelter from
extreme temperatures
(10)
PCR- ACModH
Increased activity of
toads and greater
resilience than native
frogs (23)
PCR- LModH

Earlier breeding of
some species (9)
PCR - LUCM
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